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Tin Men and the Telephone create interactive multi-media performances that fully engages the audience! Tin Men 
and the Telephone is an Amsterdam-based band that employs live electronics, projected visuals, and audience 
participation in combination with improvised music to create a one-of-a-kind multimedia experience. They have 
developed a highly interactive show using their very own revolutionary smartphone app “Tinmendo” that allows 
audience members to actively take part in the performances in real time. Voting on what direction the music should 
take next, sending short audio or video messages that serve as the basis for instant compositions, creating beats 
for the band to play around with, controlling the stage lighting, and even frantically shaking one’s device to take 
part in a musical race: these are just of few of the things an audience member will find themselves doing at a Tin 
Men show. All of these elements come together in a performance that is always surprising and flexible, unique to 
both the venue and moment in which it takes place and tailored on the spot to the sensibilities of each type of 
audience, from the seasoned connoisseurs to the curious newcomers.  
 
A blend of several styles? Beautiful compositions? Virtuosic players improvising into unknown territories? 
Interactive visuals? Sure, they do all that, but Tin Men and the Telephone do much more. They’re Creative. 
Innovative. Interactive. Futuristic. “It’s About Time!” is their latest show, which explores the concept of Time in 
their trademark style, combining music, visuals, and cutting-edge technology. Tin Men bring the modern world into 
Jazz. Still, it is Jazz. 21st Century Jazz. 
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 North & South America 

Dennis Kastrup 
E-Mail: dennis@wickedartists.io 
Phone:  +1 (0) 514 550 1938 
Web: https://wickedartists.io 
 

Europe & Asia 
Matthias Strobel 

E-Mail: m@wickedartists.io 
Phone: +49 160 - 754 26 39 
Web: https://wickedartists.io 
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